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1.  BASIC PREMISES 

1. An.ilysia of f utui-e markets for synthotic rubber 

(SR) is complicated by the fact that there aro no 

offici til statistics for the production/consumption 

of SR by socialist countries.   We can therefore 

asses* the markets only for the world excluding 

socialist countries and .in the soquel the word 'world' 

has this connotation, 

2. It is necesfifu'y to proceed us follows.   It is 

unrealistic separately to forecast production/consump- 

tion of SR and natural rubber (NR) and thon to examine 

imbalances.   That is not the way the system works. 

NR production is by its very nature relatively prlce- 

-inelastic whorean the future build-up of SR capacity 

will be extremely dependent on future price trends. 

It is therefore realistic to assume that world SR 

oapacity will more or less grow to fill the gap between 

total (NR + SR) rubber consumption and net NR supply, 

as it has done in the past.   The ability or otherwise 

of SR producers correctly to assess the size of this 

gap is an important feature determining- price movements 

both in the short- and medium-term. 

3.  The term »net» NR supply has boon used because part 

of the NR supply is consumed by the socialist oountries 

and is thereby removed from the gross supply as far as 

estimates of world (ie excluding socialist oountries) 

SR markets are concerned« 
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4. With this framework tln> problem or attempiine to 

assess*future world markets for SR can be split into 
three : 

(a) projection of NR gross supply 

(b) allowance for the difference 

botween erosa and net NR supply 

(o) projection of total (NR • SR) 

rubber demulici. 

5.  We thon use the identity that» 

market uvaliable for SR 

» totnl demimd - net NR supply 

whanoe, by combining information on the uncertainties 

in the two projection» (NR supply und total demand), 

it become« possible to assoss the rango of the market 
available for SR. 

II«  GROSS NR SUPPLY 

6". l*o fact must be faced that the broad pattern of 

MR production over the- next deoade is for all intents 

and purposes fixed now: the trees are in the ground. 

As with all forecasting exercises there ia of course 

room for manoeuvret there will be some year-to-year 

fluctuations (oe price-induced) whioh will introduce 

a Manure of »noise« into any forecast) some allowance 

must be made for future use of yield stimulants. 

•tin#Hi il fi i« tfi • ¿Ï- 
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And major changes in the lonj'-term price situation 

would affect matters such aa planting/replanting 

policy though such mi^ht take a long time to work 

thr Oligh the » y s t em. 

7.  It is a «imple matter in principle to forecast NR 

production by direct analysis of existing and foreseen 

planted areas combined with knowledge a« to future 

yields.   In practice thia can be dono only if the 

data exist.   Thoy do, reasonably well, In Malaysiaj 

and P.O. Thomas published a comprehensive analysis in 

1970 giving projections up to 198O (1).   Ho estimated 

2*13 million tons for 198O.   This estimate undoubt- 

edly needs revision - upwards.   Taking into account, 

for example, the Second Malaysia Plan (2), together 

with wider exploitation of yield stimulants, it would 

be prudent to assume that Malaysian NR production in 

I98O will approach 2*5 million tons. 

8*  Such calculations cannot be done with any certainty 

for other main producing territories.   Some idea of 

where the world total might lie can bo obtained by 

noting that Malaysian production has represented about 

*»0 per cent of the total over 1960-7O with « tendency 

for this percentage to rise recently (hk   per cent in 

1970).   If Malaysian 19*0 production is 2»5 m.tons 

and if thia thon represents 45 per cent of the total 

a figure of 5*6 m.tons for world 198O NR production 

results.   This is probably near to an upper limit. 

Just where the lower limit lies is a natter of Judge- 

ment.   For the subsequent analysis the requirement 

is to assess confidence limits at a reasonable level 

- 90 per cent is proposed.   Examination of various 

publish «id estimates together with recognition of the 

fact that some allowance must be made for the 

*mm•'1 • •••'• ' • ' "'-' ' • • —•——~>— 
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difference bei wen production and supply sulcata 

that it would be prudent to «et the upper confidence 

limit at a li It le above the figure just noted and to 

set the lower Jin.it 1 million Ion« below.   Thus it 

will be assumed without further discussion that the 

confidence limits (9(vf)   for 1980 world NU supply 
are ¿f7r> to W> rn-ton^. 

III.  NET Sft SUPPLY ! ' 

9.     Consumption of NH by socialist countries has 

fluctuated around the 0- 5 to 0*7 tii. tons mark in the 

past decode.   There i« no loßic.l frahiowork for 

projecting thin into the future nnd all that can 

rationally be done is to set arbitx^ary comwionseftsical 

limits.   Here the upper limit for 198O ha« bean sot 
at 1-5, the iower at 0.5 mmtonBt        Jt  lfJ a 8lmple 

matter to investißato the effect of chanelnG tht.se 
limita. 

TV.  TOT^l, CONSUMPTION 

10. It is important to recollect that we aro con. 

earned to estimate total (Nil • Sil) consumption by 

the world excluding socialist countries.  Th'ia; i. 

«n aßereßatod quantity composed of derived demand 

for various products in every country.   Ideally, 

one would like to make product-by-product country, 

-by-çountry projections and thon to sum those In 

torma of rubber consumption.  This cannot be done 

simply because the data do not existí very few 
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couiitx'ies broak down their consumption in useful 

detail.   In practice one is forced to us© Aggregated 

data even though this is an imperfect method.   For 

projection» up to 6ay 10 years «head it is perhaps 

adequato.   For longer timo-horissons this would not 

be so and it would be essential to sttidy growth 

trend» in parameters euch as population, vohiolos per 

household and so on. 

11. Given that the data baso consiste of a timo- 

-serios of world (or national) total rubber consump- 

tion there «re three essentially different approach©« 

to projection. 

(a) conventional tlmp-series analysis 

using a mathematical growth model 

(b) correlation approaches tn which 

rubber consumption is related tö 

other features such as ONP, 

vehicles, etc* 

(c) econometric analysis of many 

parameters Including price. 

12. The writer believos that method (c) la basically 

Impracticable despite its logical attractions«  In 

particular, attempts to use prieo as a forecasting 

parameter are complicated by the fact that the prioe 

of natural rubber follows essentially a random walk 

(3) «nd is in principle unforecaatable in the long 

term.  A further difficulty is that it la now 

becoming evident that the entire rubber price soene 

ie likoly to change during the coming decade es a 

result of major cost-inflation in the petro-chemical/ 

811 «oc tor. 

Urn 
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13.      Concerning;  m<<thod   (b)    ¡. I    has   boor   arenari  by  many 

experts   (eg  R.G.   hroivu   (h))   that   ¿he   uiC   of multiple 

correlations   involving  paraniotera  other   than  that 

which  is   to   be  projected  will   almost   cert o inly  magnify 

the  une o r ta i n t ;l RS. 

1*1.     Method   (a),   supplemented  whero  needbe by  examina- 

tion  of  parallel   i reads  in   cognato  parameters   (eg 

vehicle«)   is   as   practicable   OH   any   and   has   the  advan- 

tage  of   simplicity. 

15. Orthodox   tinto-Herios   analysis   of   total  rubber 

consumption   1950-1970   (Kig.i)   using a  conventional 

logarithm i. c   growth  model  gives   a  median   198O  figure 

of   12^  million   tona   (mutrie).        This   ligure  i» 

blurred   by   two   features:   (a)    'noise»   -   year-to-year 

fluctuations   about   the  moool      (b)   imporfections   in 

the  model   itself.        The   former   is   assessable,   tho 

latter  is  not   (there   is  nothing   sacrosanct   about   the 

logarithmic   model ;   other models   can   be  used   to   fit 

the  data  very   well).        For  a   given model   the  confid- 

ence  limits   of  a  projection  can  be  obtained  (5). 

Thus  for   1980   the  90# limits   with  the   log growth 

model  are   11 »7   to   1'3«2  m.tons,   a   range   of   1»5  nt.tons. 

16. It  would  IJO  prudent  to  assign wider confidence 

limits  than  this.        The model  assuma»,   in  effect,   a 

constant  growth  rate with fluctuations.        In fact, 

sophisticated  analysis using  cumulativo  au» 

techniques   (6)   reveals  that   thore was  a marked 

change  in growth  rato,   from  about  5»2  per cent  per 

year up  to   i960  to  6»9 per cent   thereafter.       Thus 

one  must  guard  against  tho possibility   that world 

demand might   »permanently»   shift  back   to  a  low growth 

••' ''-^^ 

imên»»**- 
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leVol òr remain at the higher level.    ; For- this 
reason it is reasonable to widen the limit« ami it 
is suggested that  thfe 90* confidence limit* f»»r  1980 
world total domanti bo  set »t  11«^ to  11*5 mutons. 

V.    TMS SR MARKET Bf 1980 

17. It will be recalled that the object  of the 
exercise is to assess  the range of the market 
available to SI by subtracting estimâtes  oí* NR nst 
supply from total rubber demand.      To do  this,   it is 
first necessary to oonvsrt the estimates  of confidane e 
limits into  * standard  errors of th# forecasts* and 
this has been done by assuming that the errors ars 
Normally distributed and that we aro dealing in 
äffest with samples drawn from a large population 
(neither of thess assumptions is of major eonsequenoo 
as far. as tbs ultimato conclus ions are concerned). 

18. .For total rubber demand the standard orror so 
obtained is 0*6 su tons | for MR gross supply it is 
0*3 ».tons.      The standard error of the difference 
is therefore 0*7 m.tons*. 

* ths standard error of the sum or difforanos of two 
porosetors is equal to the square root of the sum of 
sqmarss of ths standard errors of ths two parame tors. 
This fcoltts provided that the two parameters are 
inslopsndant as they are - effectively - in ihli case. 
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19.  Tbc final calculations merely involve calcula- 

tion of the median sii market (median value of total 

demand (l.2*5 *i.t:oni») minus median value öf NR not 

Supply (5.^5 m. ton« minus either 0*5 or t*5 «.ton«) 

and calculation of the 90# confidence limits of this 

(median t   i «6Í* timos standard error).   Table I 

«hows the result, toGether with growth rates for the 

decade baaed on the 1970 trend value for SR consump- 

tion (k*7  in.tons).  The sanie results are shown 
graphically in Fi«.2. 

Table l  SR markets (198O) and growth rete (1970-8O) 

MR Uptake by 
socialist 
countries 
(«.ton«) 

market | 
.   (million tons) 

growth irate 
(per cent) 

0#5 
1*5 

LL 

€•¿5 

7 «65 

M UL 

7»75    8.85 
>K    9.85 8.7i> 

LL 

3*6 

k »9 
5*0 

*-3 

UL 

6.3 

7>k 

(LLi   lower (?(*)   limiti     Mi  median,     ULt upper limit 

' > V; ,i 

vi.   cQWM«yn 

«O;    Given the basic premise of this paper • tuet 

*be future market tìvol^ble fer SR is jémt tme 
differoaoe between total rubber demand and net MR 
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supply thon il. is hard to confuto tho conclusions 

sot out In Tul».I o I and FJ(Î.;2.   Tine, other fore- 

ca«tors might como up with slightly différent 

projections cmd/or different ostiniate* of tho 

unoertaiát'íbii but there is no ease for supposing 

that radically different conclusions would omcrgo. 

It is possible to argue against tho basic premiso; 

to propone that SR can prow us it pienses, in offoot 

squeozing out NR.   Dut this íH not really u tenable 

viewpoint i if the SR producers wore to adopt such a 

strategy then the relatively slight price elasticity 

of NR production would see to it that prieos (both 

for SR and NR) would be so low that further capacity 

expansion for RR would be quite unattractive and we 

would have the fumiliar SR cycle: excoss capacity - 

low prices - cutback.   Given tho present NR supply 

growth rates there is siniplyno room for faster 

growth on the part of SR. 

21.  thé Markets arid growth rates of TnbloI may 

l'ook remarkably low but as Fig. 3 reveals the 

proJected situation is very much in lino with 

current trends,   SR consumption has shown a eon- 

sdatioritly declining growth rate ever since its peak 

(*l93*-fc3).  Gross NR supply has, oonvorsely, 

aocoiei-áted, largely a result of the massive 

röplaiiting progi'ammes sot in motion during the 
V1 Î$5Û». Tho inference from tho present analysis 

1» "chat1 growth rates for the two types of rubber 

during the coming decado will tend to become rather 

•''^ mimilmr  to one anqthor. 

ÜÜi 
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22.     An far  as   addition»   to   SR  capacity are  concerned 
the  inference  is   that  it  would  bo  sensible for  the  SH 
producers  to  think   In  term»   of restricting annual 
additions  to  capacity  to not  moro  than about 
1*00 000 tons.        Only if  total  rubber demand (crow» 
faster thnn   the  median  rato   (6 per cent per year)   so 
far observed  would  larger capacity addition»  provo 
Justified.        FtC.lt portray«   this,   the past capacity 
data being from Rtmbensanl   (7). 

23.     A final  point noods  to be made with  some foro«. 
Tho uncertainties  in   10-year projections are  far 
largor than most   forecaster» care  to  admit.       With 
thé  techniques  used in  thin   paper the  range between 
tho 905Í limits   turned  out  to be  2 million  tons for 
total demand  and   1  million  ton»  for gross NR  supply. 
And  there  is  much uncertainty  attached  to net  NR 
supply because  of  lack of some  analytical moans  for 
projecting NR uptake by socialist  countries.       Becuuso 
of those uncertainties   (and   there  ia no honest moans 
of resolving  them)  and because  tho  size  of the SR 
market  is determined by the  difference between  two 
uncertain quantities it  is  inevitable  that  estimates 
of the   1980  SR market  should  have wide  confidence 
Units  (roughly  7-10 m.tons).        If the future course 
of tho world  rubber scene is  to develop sensibly - 
and both sides  of  the producing industry must  surely 
wish  this to be  so -  then tho  SR producers must  coste 
to  terms with  these limits,   recognizing that  these 
way well turn out  to be much  lower than earlier 

suppositions and  simplo extrapolations of past growth 
rates migh suggest. 

¡f  ^aiS2ES3 ¿p,- s^-'fif*: '-% &$-<&-jm-m# 
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CAPTIONS TO FIGUNES 

Kilt. 1 - World (excluding socialist ooiuitricH) 

tot«! (NR + bit) rubber consumption 

1950-70 with projection» to 19^0. 

The projections are basod on a logarith- 

mic growth modali tlio broken linos give 

the upper and lowcx' 90# confidence 

limit« 

Fig.2 - World (excluding socialist countries) SR 

consumption' 195^-70, showing tho 19«0 

estimates as described in tho text. 

Thorc uro two median levels corresponding 

to the two a»sumcd levels of NR uptake by 

sociali Ht countries. 

Flg.3 - Growth rates for SR consumption and NR 

supply (exports).   Those aro annual 

ratos for the ton years up to and 

• including ^c yoar, obtained by least- 

-squures curvo fitting to a logarithmic 

growth model.   Tho projected rates for 

the 10 yoars ending 1980 are for 9R 

tho»o of Table I and for MR those 

corresponding to the confidence limit« 

assumed for 198O supply (see text). 

Fig.'* - Annual additions to SR cupuoity calculated 

from data of Rucbonsaal (7).   T"° 

suggested »safe* future range is derived 

from the situation as shown in Figi 2 

jit¿.t,tat¿¿¡£¡. A-i-. _a..«»t .». '• »... 
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